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QTC Infomation
Token Name: Quantum Token
Token Ticker: QTC
Total Supply: 220,000,000
Initial Price: TBA
Program View mode:ORIGINAL
:TokenkegQfeZyiNwAJbNbGKPFXCWuBvf9Ss623VQ5DA
QTC is issued on Solana
Token Allocation
Circulating suppiy : 60%
Marketing & Community: 15%
IDO round : 5%
Development/team Incentives: 10%
founder : 10%
Liquidity Fund: 50% of circlating supply

Milestone
Q4 2021

incubation of business-quantum
mobility

Q4 2021

Start token on solana block-chain

Q1 2022

Present strategy and marketing token

Q1 2022

listing on dexlab , swap ,pool

Q2 2022

Implement strategy and funtion of
token

Vision
To build a strong market presence in the world through QUANTUM world
coin electric mobility solutions combine by used Qtc token
Mission
Our mission is to develop products that redefine user experience and
provide consumers with their own control of the ev motorcycle , ev
cars , ev van and others . in turn enforcing our battle against climate
change.

Join us for
changing the
world

1 Real live motorcycle =
$10,000= 100 QTC NFT .
IF Each NFT =$100
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Start
small

BY STAKE , SELL AT MARKET PLACE , RECEIVE RENTAL FOR
BIKE SHARING

own more !
J O I N

U S

be part of
us
Hey ! we came into the market with the single mission of
creating climate-friendly product .so, we need you to join us as
well because even your small contribution may hit the hardest
to climate change.
-now, quantum world will build such products like ess and ev
motorcycles and still working on many other products redefine
user experience and provide consumers with their control,\.
-for your satisfaction quantum world also gave you an
overview of ev-motorcycle, when you visit our office.
furthermore, we are offering a discount to users who use qtc
token to buy our merchandise and from our partners

quantum-coin.co
qtc@quantum-coin.co

- for example, because Singapore is the most expensive country
to own a motorcycle / and vehicle ( because of tax ) so bike and
car sharing is the affordable transport choice
- if a ev motorcycles in Singapore cost $10,000 so meaning to
divide into 100 qtc NFT / each NFT will be $100 so if every month
after running cost, holder of the nft for that ev motorcycles will
get profit.
- lastly u also can stake your nft with us / or sell out at the
marketplace / receive profit for vehicle sharing .\
- at the end of the day, we quantum serve as a bridge
connecting block chain technology with real live usage
+ Ess = engergy storage system

